We establish an operational characterization of general convex resource theories -describing the resource content of not only states, but also measurements and channels, both within quantum mechanics and in general probabilistic theories (GPTs) -in the context of state and channel discrimination. We find that discrimination tasks provide a unified operational description for quantification and manipulation of resources by showing that the family of robustness measures can be understood as the maximum advantage provided by any physical resource in several different discrimination tasks, as well as establishing that such discrimination problems can fully characterize the allowed transformations within the given resource theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advantages provided by quantum phenomena in the transfer and processing of information allowed for the technological boom currently transforming areas such as communication, computation, cryptography, and sensing [1, 2] . The realization that intrinsic physical properties of quantum mechanics can be regarded precisely as resources in information processing tasks sparked an investigation of quantum information in the so-called resource-theoretic setting, aiming to establish the theoretical and practical methods to characterize both the advantages and the limitations associated with different physical properties of quantum systems, measurements, and transformations [3] . Such resource theories are now commonplace in the study of a diverse range of phenomena, such as entanglement [4, 5] , coherence [6] [7] [8] , asymmetry [9, 10] , quantum thermodynamics [11, 12] , steering [13] , non-Markovianity [14] , magic [15, 16] , non-Gaussianity [17] [18] [19] , measurement simulability and incompatibility [20] [21] [22] , measurement informativeness [23] , and quantum memory of channels [24] .
Although applications of the resource-theoretic framework have enhanced systematic studies of many physical settings and significantly contributed to a deeper understanding of our capabilities in manipulating and exploiting such resources, one could wonder whether the generality of the framework allows one to go beyond specific examples and obtain results applicable to a broad class of settings, thus providing a unified picture of resources in general. A complete study of which features are universal among all resources, stemming from only the very foundations of quantum mechanics, therefore remains a major area of investigation, and such an approach of general resource theories has recently gained much attention [3, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Indeed, although the framework of resource theories began with the characterization of the properties of quantum states, it has recently been adapted to the study of quantum channels [24, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] and measurements [22, 23, [43] [44] [45] , allowing for the description of dynamic resources on a similar footing to static ones and thus motivating the question of whether all such resources can be described by a unified formalism.
In fact, one can pose an even more fundamental question: can common features of resource theories be understood without relying on quantum mechanics at all? Despite the success of quantum mechanics, the ongoing search for an axiomatic theory of probability and correlations in nature has provided us with insight into physical theories beyond quantum mechanics, as well as allowed for a straightforward unification of the methods required to characterize physical theories including classical and quantum probability theory. The formalism of general probabilistic theories (GPTs) [46] [47] [48] [49] lends itself perfectly to the investigation of states, measurements, and their transformations at a fully fundamental and general level. It is particularly suited to illuminate which assumptions and which basic features of a theory lead to operational consequences, allowing one to identify the exact axioms one has to accept in order to recover the features of quantum theory [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . This leads us to extend the framework of resource theories to general probabilistic theories, and investigate a unified characterization of general resources in the extensive formalism of GPTs rather than limiting it to quantum mechanics.
As the very word "resource" suggests, understanding the operational aspects of resources -how they can be utilized for physical tasks, and what limitations a resource theory places on the conversion of physical resources -has central importance both theoretically and practically. However, it frequently requires resource-specific approaches and does not easily generalize to encompass all physically relevant resource theories, and it is thus highly desired to find a fundamental class of operational tasks that would allow for the understanding of the resourcefulness of a given physical property in general settings. A promising candidate for such class of operational tasks which, on the one hand, lie at the heart of the non-classical features of quantum theory [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] as well as GPTs [46, 47, [67] [68] [69] and, on the other hand, have found relevance in several existing resource theories, are the tasks of state and channel discrimination. In particular, Piani and Watrous [70] first showed that for every entangled quantum state, there exists a channel discrimination task in which it is more useful than any separable state. Similar results were subsequently found in several different resource of states [34, [71] [72] [73] [74] and measurements [23, 45, 75] , and the work of Takagi et al. [34] finally showed that this property is shared by any convex resource theory of quantum states. It remains to understand how general this property truly is, and whether all resources -both static and dynamic, both within quantum mechanics and beyond -can provide explicit advantages in such operational tasks.
A fundamental aspect of any resource theory is its quantification, which aims to measure the amount of inherent resources contained in a given physical object and allow a quantitative comparison with other objects within the resource theory. This can be approached in many inequivalent ways, and a plethora of possible choices of resource measures exist [3, 32] . A natural question which arises in this context is whether the given measure can be understood in an operational sense, assessing exactly the usefulness of a given object in some physical task; however, establishing such an interpretation for a given quantifier is often highly nontrivial. The family of so-called robustness measures [32, 76] stands out in this context, as two prominent members of the family have found several applications in operational settings: these are the generalized robustness [31, 34, [71] [72] [73] [74] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] and the standard robustness [16, 81, 84] . In particular, the investigation of discrimination tasks in resource theories of states [34, [71] [72] [73] [74] revealed a notable similarity: the advantage that a given resource provides in such discrimination tasks is often quantified precisely by the generalized robustness. The generality of this quantitative relation was unveiled in Ref. [34] , which showed that it is true in every convex resource theory of quantum states. This, together with recent progress in the resource theories of measurements which showed a similar interpretation of robustness quantifiers for measurements in specific settings [23, 75] , suggests that a unified operational interpretation of generalized robustness which could account for dynamic resources in addition to static ones might be possible. However, no such universal interpretation of any of the robustness measures has been obtained thus far -and in fact, despite several known applications of the generalized robustness in the context of discrimination, it has not been known whether the standard robustness plays a role in understanding such problems whatsoever.
The other predominant problem which resource theories are expected to tackle is the manipulation of resources, which asks whether it is possible to transform one resource to another when constrained to only employ the transformations allowed within the given resource theory. It is particularly insightful to understand this question in relation with the operational and quantitative aspects of resource theories -does there exist a family of resource measures or operational tasks which completely characterize resource manipulation? The work of Skrzypczyk et al. [23] indicated a potential of discrimination-type problems in this respect by showing that a family of state discrimination tasks fully characterize the simulability of measurements by classical post-processing. A comprehensive extension of this type of an operational characterization to more general settings which, together with quantification, would complete an operational characterization of general resource theories, has hitherto remained elusive.
A. Summary of results
In this work, we solve the problems raised above under the umbrella of operational tasks of discriminationspecifically, we characterize general convex resource theories of states, measurements, and channels, establishing tools for their quantification, endowing the class of robustness measures with an explicit operational interpretation as the advantage that a physical object can provide in various discrimination tasks, and showing that such discrimination tasks fully characterize the conversion between states or measurements with free operations of the given resource theory. The generality of our methods and results establishes a universal operational description of resources in general probabilistic theories, revealing strong connections between several aspects of general resources and showing that the underlying convex structures can provide deep insight into the properties of physical systems also in an operational setting.
We begin by providing an introduction to the main concepts of general probabilistic theories, discrimination problems, and resource quantification in Sec. II.
Our investigation starts in Sec. III by extending the results of Ref. [34] beyond quantum mechanics, and showing that the generalized robustness of states in any convex resource theory and any GPT can be understood as the quantifier of the advantage that a given resourceful state can provide in channel discrimination problems.
We then introduce the measurement robustness in Sec. IV, which quantifies the resource content of any measurement in convex resource theories of measurements, generalizing the recent approach of Ref. [23] to arbitrary resources and probabilistic theories. We in particular establish a direct operational interpretation of the measurement robustness in any resource theory by showing that it quantifies exactly the maximum advantage that a measurement can provide in all state discrimination tasks compared to all resourceless measurements.
Having established the connection between discrimination tasks and generalized robustness of measurements, in Sec. IV A we further extend this connection to single-shot information theory within the setting of quantum mechanics. We specifically show that the increase in min-accessible information, a single-shot variant of accessible information, of an ensemble of states effected by applying resourceful measurements as compared to free measurements is exactly quantified by the generalized robustness, which generalizes the result in Ref. [23] .
The considerations extend beyond the case of states and measurements. In Sec. V, we formalize the quantification of the resource content of channels in two different ways: by measuring the amount of a resource that a channel can generate by acting on a free state, as well as in a more abstract formalism of convex resource theories of channels. We establish operational interpretations of different robustness measures, by showing that the resource generating power of a channel exactly characterizes the advantage that the channel can enable in resourceless-state discrimination tasks, and by showing that, within quantum theory, the robustness of the given channel, as well as the maximum robustness of the given ensemble of channels, quantifies the advantage it provides in a class of state and channel discrimination tasks, respectively.
We additionally consider in Sec. VI another resource measure in the robustness family, the standard robustness, and show that it admits a universal operational interpretation in any convex resource theory of states in the context of quantifying the advantage that a state provides over resourceless states in all balanced binary channel discrimination tasks. This gives a general operational meaning to this quantity for the first time, extending the link between resource quantification and operational advantages in discrimination tasks to the standard robustness of states defined under general settings.
Finally, in Sec. VII we show that different classes of discrimination tasks can form complete sets of monotones in any resource theory, in the sense that a state or a measurement can be transformed into another state or measurement using only free operations of the given resource theory if and only if the former performs better than the latter in a family of channel or state discrimination tasks. We therefore reveal explicitly that discrimination tasks can be useful not only in the context of quantifying the resource strength, but also in fully characterizing the conversions between resource states or measurements.
Besides operationally characterizing two main concepts of resource theories, quantification and manipulation of resources, our results not only endow the robustness measures with direct operational interpretations in general resource theories of states, measurements, and channels, but also explicitly demonstrate strong relations between several seemingly unrelated notions -discrimination-type tasks, geometric resource quantification, resource transformations, and one-shot quantum information-theoretic quantities -as conjectured in Ref. [23] for quantum mechanics. (see Fig. 1 .) The majority of our results apply to every single physical probabilistic theory, relying only on the convex structure of the underlying resources and requiring no assumptions about the structure of the GPT. We make use of methods in convex analysis and in particular conic programming. 
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. General probabilistic theories
We will briefly outline the basic formalism of general probabilistic theories. We refer the interested reader to Ref. [49, which provides a modern introduction to the topic and a detailed discussion, derivation, and justification of the concepts.
The physical setting of a GPT can be identified with a convex and closed set of states Ω(V) in a finite-dimensional real vector space V and a set of effects contained in the dual vector space V*, which correspond to the results of physically implementable measurements.
A crucial role will be played by the cone generated by Ω(V), C λ ω λ ∈ R + , ω ∈ Ω(V) , which we will further assume to be pointed (i.e. C ∪ (−C) = {0}) and generating (i.e. span C = V), such that it induces a partial order on the space V given by x C y ⇐⇒ y − x ∈ C, with x ≺ C y ⇐⇒ y − x ∈ int(C). The dual cone C* E ∈ V* E, ω ≥ 0 ∀ω ∈ C , where we write E, ω for E(ω), then similarly induces a partial order E C* F ⇐⇒ F − E ∈ C* on the dual space.
Associated with each GPT is a fixed unit effect U C* 0, defined as the unique element of the dual space satisfying U, ω = 1 for all ω ∈ Ω(V); equivalently, this allows one to understand the set of valid states as the set of normalized elements of the cone C in the sense that Ω(V) = ω ∈ C U, ω = 1 . Under the so-called no-restriction hypothesis, which we will hereafter take as an assumption, the effects are then all functionals E such that 0 C* E C* U, which are precisely all linear functionals E : Ω(V) → [0, 1]. Any finite collection of effects {M i } i such that i M i = U will be called a measurement, with M i , · identifying the probability of measuring the i th outcome. We will denote by M the set of all possible measurements.
The question of physically allowed transformations Λ : V → V between different states, which we will refer to as channels, is in general heavily dependent on the physical setting of the given theory and additional assumptions placed on it [85, 86] . However, since we require the output to be a valid state, two general assumptions can be made: (1) any valid channel Λ is state cone-preserving, that is, Λ[C] ⊆ C where C is the cone defined by Ω(V ) in the output space; and (2) Λ is normalization-preserving, that is U, x = U , Λ(x) for any x ∈ C where U is the unit effect in the output dual space. Any valid set of physical transformations in the given GPT, which we will denote by T (V, V ), will necessarily be a subset of all state cone-and normalization-preserving operations, although often the inclusion will be strict. To allow for full generality of our results, we will place no further restrictions on the set of physically allowed transformations at this point, except for the trivial assumption that the identity map id : x → x is physically implementable.
For any Λ : V → V , define the dual map Λ* : V * → V* by
We will, without loss of generality, identify the bidual V** with V and say that Λ** = Λ. Consider now transformations between measurements, that is, maps Γ : V * → V* such that for any measurement {M i } i , {Γ(M i )} i is also a measurement. It is not difficult to see that two conditions need to be satisfied for such a map to always result in valid measurements: one, it needs to preserve the effect cone in the sense that Γ[C *] ⊆ C*, and two, it needs to preserve the unit effect, Γ(U ) = U, so that i Γ(M i ) = U. We will refer to maps obeying the two conditions as effect cone-preserving and unital, respectively. Using the duality relation (1), it is then not difficult to see that the set of all maps dual to the set of state cone-and normalization-preserving maps are precisely the effect cone-preserving unital maps; more specifically, a map Λ is state-cone preserving iff its dual preserves the effect cone, and normalization-preserving iff its dual is unital.
The concepts of quantum theory can be intuitively understood in this setting. To help translate the notation of the quantum mechanical setting to more general GPTs, we have included a basic comparison in Table I .
B. Discrimination tasks
Consider a finite ensemble of the form {p i , σ i } i , where σ i ∈ Ω(V) and p i are the probabilities corresponding to each state, such that i p i = 1. The task of state discrimination is concerned with the scenario where a state is sampled from the ensemble and one aims to determine which one of the states is in one's possession by measuring it. Specifically, given a measurement {M i } i , we associate the i th measurement outcome with the guess that the sampled state is σ i . The average probability of successfully obtaining the correct guess is then given by
In the context of minimum-error discrimination, one is in particular interested in choosing an optimal measurement which maximizes this quantity. It is a fundamental fact in any GPT that, generalizing the approach in the seminal Holevo-Helstrom theorem [58, 59] , in the case of discriminating between two states the problem can be expressed as
where · Ω is the so-called base norm, given by
where the equality follows by convex duality [87] . Notice that there exists a measurement which distinguishes an ensemble of two states perfectly if and only if p 0 σ 0 − p 1 σ 1 Ω = 1. In the case that p 0 = p 1 = 1 2 , we will refer to this task as balanced binary discrimination.
We will furthermore make frequent use of the norm dual to the base norm · Ω , called the order unit norm · • Ω , which can be obtained as
Notice in particular the set of effects is precisely Y ∈ C* Y • Ω ≤ 1 . A related setting often encountered in the task of state discrimination is where one is constrained to use only a restricted set of allowed measurements {M i } ∈ M F ⊆ M. This scenario has been found to be of fundamental importance due to the phenomenon of data hiding, that is, the existence of states which can be distinguished perfectly with general measurements but not with local measurements supplemented with classical communication [88, 89] . Provided that the set M F is informationally complete, that is, the effects contained in M F together span the whole space V*, the best success probability in this setting can be expressed as [69, 90] sup
with · M F being the so-called distinguishability norm
A related task is concerned with channel discrimination, where one of the channels from a given ensemble {p i , Λ i } with each Λ i ∈ T (V, V ) occurring with probability p i is applied to a known state ω ∈ Ω(V). The task then is, by measuring the output state Λ i (ω), to decide which of the channels was applied. The average probability of guessing correctly with a measurement {M i } is then
which is completely equivalent to discriminating the state ensemble {p i , Λ i (ω)}. A more general setting is that of subchannel discrimination, in which the object to discriminate is an ensemble {Ψ i } of subchannels, that is, state cone-preserving maps which are normalization-nonincreasing in the sense that U, ω ≥ U , Ψ i (ω) , and their sum i Ψ i is normalization-preserving. We can then write
Finally, in some cases we will allow for the inconclusive discrimination, that is, a discrimination task in which an
, and we associate with the Nth measurement outcome an inconclusive result. Similarly, the average probability of guessing correctly will then be
and analogously for the case of channel and subchannel discrimination. Inconclusive discrimination is a broader class of the conclusive discrimination in the sense that conclusive discrimination can be considered as a special case of inconclusive discrimination where one takes M N = 0.
C. Resources and their quantification
A general resource theory can be identified with a set of objects (here: a set of states, measurements, or channels) together with a set of transformations of said objects that one deems free, in the sense that they are available in the given physical setting at no resource cost. Both definitions will generally depend on the physical setting in consideration -intuitively, an object being free can be understood as it possessing no resource, and a transformation being free means that it is allowed within the given physical constraints. In particular, any such free operation should not generate any resource; that is, any object subjected to a free transformation should have quantitatively "less" of the given resource than it possessed initially. This is formalized precisely by resource monotones, which are functions from the set of states, measurements, or channels to real numbers whose aim is to quantify the resource content of the given object, and therefore do not increase under the action of the free transformations. Frequently, further constraints are imposed on functions admissible as valid resource monotones [3, 32, 91] , although we will make no additional assumptions at this point. In most cases, the choice of a resource monotone is not unique, and typically one therefore looks for a choice of monotones which characterize the physical properties of the given resource in addition to merely outputting a number associated with an object.
Having defined the setting of a resource theory in this way, one is then interested in understanding the limitations that it places on one's operational capabilities within the general probabilistic theory. Some of the fundamental questions that can be asked in this context are: what physical advantages a resourceful object can provide over a free one; which transformations are possible with the restricted set of free operations, and how to characterize them; and what exactly can measuring the resourcefulness of an object tell us quantitatively about the usefulness of the object in physical tasks.
The concept which will form a central pillar of this work is convexity. Although ultimately a technical assumption, it stems from deep physical considerations, and is a foundation of any GPT [92] . Take in particular the set of states Ω(V): if one is free to prepare any ω 1 , ω 2 ∈ Ω(V) within the given physical setting of the theory, one should also be allowed to simply forget which one was prepared -such a randomization leads precisely to convex mixtures pω 1 + (1 − p)ω 2 . Dually, this means that allowed measurements should form a convex set, and analogously the randomization of transformations should be a valid physical procedure. In a similar way, this property can be explicitly required from a given resource theory; if a randomization procedure of free objects is free to be performed, the associated set of objects should be free. Although it is certainly possible to define resource theories in which convexity does not hold [17, 93, 94] , it is a natural assumptions in most physical settings, and the vast majority of established resource theories are indeed convex.
In any such convex resource theory, a very intuitive way to define a quantifier is as follows: given an object A, what is the least amount of mixing p ∈ [0, 1] with another object B such that (1 − p)A + pB is free? This is precisely the idea behind robustness measures [76] , where in particular the standard robustness asks about the least coefficient p such that B is also a free object, and the generalized robustness asks about the least p when B is any admissible object. In an intuitive sense, this can be understood as the robustness of the resource contained in A to noise in the form of admixing the objects B.
To investigate the properties of such monotones, we will now specify to the particular settings of convex resource theories of states, measurements, and channels in GPTs.
III. GENERALIZED ROBUSTNESS OF STATES
The generalized robustness has found a multitude of uses in quantum resource theories. Its operational applications include the tasks of one-shot entanglement dilution [80, 81] , one-shot coherence distillation [77, 78] and dilution [82] , phase discrimination with coherent states [73, 74] , and catalytic resource erasure [31, 83] .
Notably, it was shown in Ref. [34] that the generalized robustness of states defined in any quantum resource theory serves as an exact quantifier for the maximum advantage that a resource state provides in a class of (sub)channel discrimination tasks. However, the construction considered in its proof relies on the specific structure of quantum theory, and it does not immediately generalize to all GPTs. Here, we introduce a generalization of that result which holds without any assumptions about the underlying GPT, showing that this universal relation applies even beyond the setting of quantum mechanics.
Given a convex and closed set of free states F ⊆ Ω(V), the generalized robustness is given for any state ω ∈ Ω(V) as the optimal value of the convex optimization problem
To ensure that this quantity is well-defined for any state, we will assume that F contains at least one interior point of C. It is straightforward to obtain the following equivalent dual problem:
One can check that the dual problem is strictly feasible by taking the feasible solution X = U/2, and thus strong duality is ensured by Slater's theorem [95] , meaning that the solutions to the primal and dual problems coincide.
Recalling that the average probability of success in a channel discrimination task is given by
we can now show that the generalized robustness of a state quantifies its maximal advantage over the free states in all such channel discrimination tasks.
Theorem 1. For any ω ∈ Ω(V) it holds that
where the maximization is over all finite ensembles of channels {p i , Λ i } with each Λ i ∈ T (V, V ) and all measurements {M i } in the output space V .
Proof. To show that the left-hand side is upper bounded by the right-hand side, note that the definition of the robustness implies that, for any state ω, there exists another state δ such that ω+r δ 1+r = σ ∈ F where r = R F (ω). This gives for any {M i } and any channel ensemble {p i , Λ i } that
where the first inequality follows since each M i ∈ C* and δ ∈ C, which concludes the first part of the proof.
To see the opposite inequality, consider an optimal witness X in (11) for R F (ω) and define a measurement by
and a channel ensemble by p 0 = 1, Λ 0 = id and p 1 = 0, Λ 1 = Λ where id denotes the identity map x → x, and Λ is an arbitrary channel. This gives
We remark that instead of channel discrimination, one can alternatively consider subchannel discriminationwhich is generally a broader class of discrimination tasks -and show the same relation, whose proof proceeds analogously.
One should also note that the generalized robustness can be computed exactly for certain classes of states in quantum resource theories such as entanglement and multi-level entanglement [32, 96, 97 ], coherence and multi-level coherence [32, 74, 98, 99] , magic [32, 100] , and in several cases can be cast as a semidefinite program for any state; this makes the computation of the operationally motivated quantity in Thm. 1 feasible in practice for many relevant cases of resource theories.
IV. GENERALIZED ROBUSTNESS OF MEASUREMENTS
Understanding the discriminative power of restricted sets of measurements is of central importance not only in characterizing the operational consequences precipitated by limitations of physically allowed measurements, but often also in studying the very fundamental structure of the underlying GPT [69, 90, 101] . The phenomenon of data hiding [88, 89] has in particular motivated the study of the question: given a measurement, how well can one distinguish physical states with it as compared to some fixed restricted set of measurements? We will show that a robustness measure associated with the measurement can provide a precise answer to the question.
First, we formally define the generalized robustness of measurements with respect to some convex and closed set of measurements M F , which we will define as
where E F ⊆ C* is some chosen convex and closed cone of free effects which we are able to access within the constraints of the given resource theory. As examples of such a setting, one can consider local measurements, separable measurements, measurements simulable by a given set of measurements [20, 22, 102] , or trivial measurements (proportional to the unit effect); within quantum mechanics, one can furthermore choose, for instance, positive partial transpose (PPT) measurements, incoherent measurements, or Pauli measurements. We remark that all of our results can be straightforwardly generalized to the setting where each of the effects is constrained to be in a different cone E F i as opposed to one fixed choice for all i.
We define the generalized robustness of measurement with respect to E F for a given measurement M = {M i } i as
The faithfulness:
, and the monotonicity of the robustness:
follow easily from the definition. It is also staightforward to show the monotonicity under classical post-processing:
holds where M b = a p(b|a)M a and p(b|a) is any conditional probability distribution. To see this, note that the definition together with the conic structure of E F implies that for any i, there exists a free effect
= F i . Thus, one can write for any b and p(b|a),
where F a ∈ E F , N a ∈ C * are some effects. Note that F b a p(b|a)F a , N b a p(b|a)N a are also effects constituting valid measurements, and F b ∈ E F due to the convexity of E F . Since (19) is one valid decomposition of effects constituting M, we get R E F (M ) ≤ R E F (M) due to the minimization involved in the definition (17) .
To observe a close connection between the robustness and discrimination tasks, let us define N i r N i , and rewrite the definition (17) as the following convex optimization problem:
An equivalent dual problem is written as
and defining ω i = −σ i + η, we can rewrite it as
where in (29) we used that i M i , η = U, η = 1 by (33) , and in (32) we have written the condition η − ω i ∈ E * F explicitly. To see that strong duality holds and thus the optimal value of the dual is equal to the optimal value of the primal problem, choose any σ C 0 (and therefore σ E * F 0) s.t. 0 < U, σ < 1, which is guaranteed to exist since the interior of C is nonempty by assumption, and define η = σ/ U, σ . This choice of σ i = σ and η can be noticed to strictly satisfy the conditions (25)- (27) and so Slater's theorem ensures that strong duality holds.
This form of the dual problem allows one to identify the generalized robustness of measurement as an exact quantifier for the advantage in some state discrimination task. Let A = {p i , σ i } denote a state ensemble to be discriminated. Then, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2. Let M F be the set of measurements whose effects are elements of E F . Then,
where the maximization is over all finite ensembles of states A = {p i , σ i }.
Proof. We first show that the left-hand side is smaller than or equal to the right hand side. Following the definition of the generalized robustness, one can write M i = (1 + r)F i − r N i for some F i ∈ E F , N i ∈ C* for all i where r = R E F (M). Thus, we get
where the inequality follows since σ i ∈ C and N i ∈ C* for all i, which completes the first part of the proof. To show the converse, consider the set of optimal {ω i } ⊆ C that appear in (29) . We choose the probability distribution and states as
Considering an ensemble defined by the above probability and states A = {p i , σ i }, we obtain for any F ∈ M F ,
where the inequality is due to (32) and the second last equality is due to (33) , which concludes the proof.
The above theorem establishes an explicit connection in any GPT between the inherent resourcefulness of a given measurement and the advantage realized in state discrimination tasks with respect to general set of free measurements, which ensures an operational interpretation to the generalized robustness of measurements, extending the previously considered case of states. Furthermore, it allows for a connection with the data hiding phenomenon. In the investigation of data hiding in general probabilistic theories, it is common to encounter the so-called data hiding ratio [69, 90] , which in our notation can be expressed as
where the ensemblesÃ are limited to contain at most two different states. Thm. 2 then shows that maximizing the robustness R E F (M) over all measurements M provides an alternative ratio of this form, generalized to include state ensembles of arbitrary length.
A. Connections with single-shot information theory
Here, we extend the connection between generalized robustness of measurements and state discrimination tasks to another seemingly different information-theoretic quantity, one-shot accessible information, which generalizes the specific case considered in Ref. [23] . Since entropic quantities are particularly relevant to quantum information theory, in this section we restrict our attention to quantum mechanics (and not general GPTs).
Consider the situation where Alice encodes her classical information into an ensemble A = {p x , σ x }, and Bob tries to decode it by making a POVM measurement on a state sampled from A. When this process is independently repeated for asymptotically many times, the amount of information he may learn is quantified by the accessible information I acc (A) max {N y } I(X : Y ) where I(X : Y ) = H(X) − H(X |Y ) is the classical mutual information, X is the random variable associated with the ensemble, and {N y } refers to a POVM measurement whose associated random variable is Y [103] . However, quantities based on the von Neumann/Shannon entropy cease to be suitable for more practical nonasymptotic cases, and several kinds of alternative quantities playing major roles in single-shot scenarios have been proposed and studied [104] [105] [106] . As in Ref. [23] , we consider a variant of single-shot version of accessible information, min-accessible information, for a state ensemble A defined by
where
is a single-shot variant of mutual information [106] , and H min (X) = − log max x p x , H min (X |Y ) = − log y max x p(x, y) are the min-entropy and min-conditional entropy [104, 105, 107] . We shall see that the accessible information for state-ensembles enables the information-theoretic characterization of the generalized robustness of measurements. To see the relation, it is insightful to see the measurements as channels; in particular, consider the measure-and-prepare channel associated with the measurement M with POVMs
Denoting the ensemble one would possess by applying the channel Λ to the ensemble A = {p x , σ x } by A Λ := {p x , Λ(σ x )}, we obtain the following relation between the maximal increase in min-accessible information due to the given resource measurement and the generalized robustness of that measurement.
Theorem 3. For any measurement M ∈ M, it holds that
where M F is the set of free measurements consisting of POVM elements in E F .
Proof.
The second equality is because N y = |y y| can be chosen as optimal POVM elements, and the third equality is because max x f (x) = max {q(x)} x q(x) f (x) for any function f (x) and probability distribution q(x). Then, we get for any ensemble A,
where the inequality can be proved in a similar way to (35) . To see the converse, note that for any M ∈ M F and conditional probability distribution q(x|y), another measurement M defined by the POVM M x = y q(x|y)M y is also a member of M F due to the convexity of E F that defines M F . Thus, (46) is equivalently written as
The equality in (47) can be achieved by setting q(x|y) = δ xa and taking the ensemble defined by (36) , which concludes the proof.
Thm. 3 generalizes the result in Ref. [23] for the case of theory of informativeness of measurements to general quantum resource theories of measurements. As a result, Thm. 3, together with Thm. 2, establishes the general connections between discrimination tasks, robustness measures, and single-shot information theory conjectured in Ref. [23] for the case of quantum measurements.
V. ROBUSTNESS MEASURES FOR CHANNELS
Besides states and measurements, the state transformations themselves can also be regarded as resourceful, and their operational characterization in this way has recently become an active area of investigation [24, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] 42] .
There are two general ways to approach the resource content of channels. One is to relate them to an underlying resource theory for states: if a channel Λ ∈ T (V, V ) is a free operation in a resource theory characterized by the set of free states F , then we know that Λ[F ] ⊆ F ; the resourcefulness of a non-free operation can then be measured exactly by understanding how much resource it can create, which is known as resource generating power. The second approach is to define an arbitrary set of transformation O F which we deem as free, and quantify the resource content of a channel by defining a robustness measures in a similar way as we have done for states and measurements.
A. Robustness generating power of channels
Let F ⊆ Ω(V) be a set of free states in a given resource theory, with F the corresponding free states in another space V . If a transformation Λ ∈ T (V, V ) is a free operation in this resource theory, we know for certain that σ ∈ F ⇒ Λ(σ) ∈ F . As we have seen before, the resource content of a state is naturally and operationally quantified by the robustness R F (ω) -motivated by this, we would like to understand the best robustness achievable after the application of a channel on a resourceless state. The robustness generating power of a map Λ is then defined as [39, 108] 
where the second line follows from the dual form of the robustness.
We will now show that this quantity admits an operational interpretation in any GPT as the best advantage that Λ can enable in state discrimination tasks with free-state ensembles if the transformation Λ is applied to the ensembles prior to measurement. Specifically, consider a state discrimination task where the average success probability is
We then have the following.
Theorem 4. Given a map Λ ∈ T (V, V ), its robustness generating power is equivalently given by
where id denotes the identity map on V .
Proof. One direction is as usual. Notice that the definition of the robustness generating power implies that, for any free state σ i ∈ F , there exists another state δ i ∈ Ω(V ) such that
= ρ i ∈ F where r i ≤ r = P F (Λ). This gives for any {M i } and any free-state ensemble {p i , σ i } that
On the other hand, consider the optimal witness W in (49) and define a measurement by
We can then choose the ensemble {p i , σ i } 1 i=0 with p 0 = 1, σ 0 = σ and p 1 = 0 where σ is an optimal state in (49) and σ 1 is an arbitrary state. This gives
where in the last inequality we used that π ∈ F , and so W, π ≤ 1 by the conditions on W in (49).
This establishes a universal operational meaning of the robustness generating power for any resource theory and any choice of free operations in the given theory.
We remark that Ref. [35] showed an operational interpretation in the context of binary channel discrimination of another measure of channel resourcefulness within quantum mechanics, the resource generating power as quantified by the trace norm distance to the set of free states: max σ ∈ F min σ ∈ F Λ(σ) − σ 1 . It can be noticed that the proof in [35] uses only the fundamental properties of the trace norm as the base norm, and thus holds in the same way in any general probabilistic theory.
B. Generalized robustness of channels
Here, we take another approach to quantify the resourcefulness of channels, in which we aim to directly evaluate the intrinsic resourcefulness of a given channel without the aid of an underlying resource theory of states. Having seen the discussions for states and measurements, a natural approach to take is to measure the resourcefulness with respect to a given set of free channels O F . Analogously to the cases of states and measurements, we propose the generalized robustness of channels and discuss an operational meaning of it via channel discrimination (see also Ref. [39] for a discussion of this quantity in the resource theory of quantum coherence).
The operational characterization of this measure will depend on several properties which general GPTs need not satisfy, and in particular will make heavy use of the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism. Although equivalent forms of this isomorphism can be obtained in GPTs beyond quantum mechanics under suitable assumptions [51] , for the simplicity of the discussion we will limit ourselves to quantum theory. Thus, in this subsection, operator inequalities should be understood in terms of positive semidefiniteness (we will not distinguish between the state and effect cones as they are isomorphic to each other).
Given a convex and closed set of channels O F ⊆ T (V, V ), we define the generalized robustness measure for channel Λ ∈ T (V, V ) with respect to O F as
For further analysis, we utilize the Choi representation of channels. Let J Λ := I ⊗ Λ(|Φ + Φ + |) where |Φ + := j | j j is the unnormalized maximally entangled state. It is well known that Λ is completely positive iff J Λ 0, trace
⊆ V ⊗ V be the set of Choi matrices corresponding to channels in O F . Then, (54) is obtained as a solution for the following optimization problem:
where cone(O 
subject to Y = −Z + X ⊗ I 0 (60)
It can be confirmed that the strong duality holds by taking X = I V /d and Z = I V V /(2d) where d = dim V. Using (60) and (61), one can write (62) as
Since the objective function does not include X or Z, we reach the following equivalent formulation;
This quantity finds a connection with two different types of discrimination problems: on the one hand, when considered for a single channel, it can characterize the advantage that the channel provides over all free channels in state discrimination tasks; on the other hand, when considered for an ensemble of channels, it can be used to express the advantage provided by the ensemble in a class of channel discrimination problems over ensembles composed of free channels.
Specifically, let us first consider the problem of discriminating an ensemble of quantum states by an application of the channel I ⊗ Λ. The average success probability for this task can be expressed as
We then have the following result.
Theorem 5. Let O F be a convex and closed set of free channels. Then
where the maximization is over all state ensembles {p j , σ j } with σ j ∈ Ω(V ⊗ V ) and all measurements {M j } in the space V ⊗ V .
Proof. The proof again proceeds analogously to the proof of Thm. 1. Specifically, for any given measurement and state ensemble we have
where r = R O F (Λ). The converse follows by choosing the measurement
where Y is an optimal solution in (65) and the ensemble {p i , σ i } 1 i=0 defined as p 0 = 1, σ 0 = |Φ + Φ + | and p 1 = 0 where |Φ + is the maximally entangled state and σ 1 is an arbitrary state. For this choice, it holds that
where the inequality follows from (67).
Another approach is to consider, instead of a single channel Λ, an ensemble of channels, and characterize its performance in a class of channel discrimination problems.
Consider a scenario where a channel sampled from some prior distribution is applied to one part of the input bipartite state and a collective measurement is made on the output system, where we allow for an inconclusive measurement outcome. The success probability of this channel discrimination problem is written as
For a given ensemble of channels {p i , Λ i }, let us consider the maximum robustness for the ensemble, which we define asR
Then, we obtain the following result, which connects the maximal advantage for this class of channel discrimination and the maximum robustness of channel ensembles.
Theorem 6. Let O F be a convex and closed set of free channels. Then,
Proof. One direction of the inequality is shown as usual;
where we set r j R O F (Λ j ) and j = argmax j r j . To show the left-hand side is greater than or equal to the right-hand side, consider the state ω = |Φ + Φ + | and the POVM defined by M j = Y j / Y j ∞ where Y j is the optimal witness for Λ j in (65), M j = 0 for j j and M N = I − M j . For this choice we then have
where the last inequality is due to (67) .
We remark that, in the specific case of the resource theory of quantum coherence and the choice of operations O F as the so-called maximally incoherent operations (the largest set of operations preserving the set of free states), it was shown that the two approaches to the quantification of channel resources coincide and we have P F (Λ) = R O F (Λ) for any channel Λ [39] . An investigation of more general cases under which this happens is an interesting open question in the operational characterization of resources of transformations.
VI. STANDARD ROBUSTNESS OF STATES
We have seen that the generalized robustness is a fundamental measure capturing the resourcefulness contained in general types of resources with operational significance. Besides the generalized robustness, another important member of the class of robustness measures is the standard robustness. This is also a valid resource monotone in any convex resource theory of states [32] with some known operational interpretations -the standard robustness of entanglement plays a role in activation of quantum teleportation [84] and one-shot cost for entanglement dilution under the non-entangling operations [81] , and the standard robustness of magic is related to classical simulation overhead for quantum Clifford circuits with magic-state inputs [16] . Furthermore, this quantifier in several quantum resource theories can be evaluated analytically for some states [16, 76, 99, 109] and admits computable forms as semidefinite or linear programs [16, 98, 99] .
However, the standard robustness has not found use in discrimination-type problems thus far, and a universal operational meaning of the standard robustness in general resource theories, whether in quantum mechanics or beyond, has not been established. We address this question for the standard robustness of states and indeed give such a general operational meaning in terms of the advantage for the most fundamental type of discrimination task: balanced binary channel discrimination.
An interesting difference between the generalized robustness and standard robustness is that, unlike generalized robustness, standard robustness can diverge for any resource state in some important theories such as the resource theory of coherence and asymmetry. It may thus appear that interpreting such a divergent quantity in an operational setting would be implausible. We address this issue by considering a natural figure of merit for the advantage in the balanced binary channel discrimination in a way that it encompasses this seemingly-problematic circumstances as well at the limit of diverging standard robustness. Note that the following argument is valid in any GPT with an additional reasonable assumption introduced below.
The standard robustness of a state ω ∈ Ω(V) with respect to a convex and closed set of free states F ⊆ Ω(V) is defined as
It is straightforward to verify that the standard robustness is faithful (R F F (ω) = 0 ⇐⇒ ω ∈ F ), convex, and monotonic under free operations in the sense that R 
We stress that this quantity is finite for any ω only when the set F has a non-empty interior relative to Ω(V); we will therefore make this assumption for the discussed quantities to be well-defined, although we will later see that it is not necessary for the operational interpretation of the R F F
. Under this assumption, the infimum in (83) is achieved, and strong duality always holds -indeed, the cone generated by the set F is pointed by the pointedness of C, and the dual of any pointed cone is generating, hence it contains an interior point and so we can always choose a strictly feasible solution.
We shall show that the standard robustness characterizes the maximum advantage that a resource state provides over free states in channel discrimination. For this task to be well-defined, one needs to specify what constitutes the set of physically allowed state transformations T (V, V ) or channels, in the given GPT. As discussed before, the very basic assumption one can make about the channels is that they preserve the state cone as well as the normalization of states. Throughout this section, we will make an additional assumption:
• Measure-and-prepare channels of the form Λ(ω) = i M i , ω ω i with {M i } i being a measurement and {ω i } i a collection of states in the output space are allowed physical transformations.
The justification for allowing measure-and-prepare channels follows from the fact that measurement and state preparation can be considered as the two building blocks of any GPT and are necessarily physically implementable [48, 49, 92] ; one then only needs to allow for classical information about the measurement outcome to be transferred in order to implement any such measure-and-prepare channel. In particular, this assumption is clearly satisfied in any theory which extends quantum mechanics or even classical probability theory. We will denote by T (V, V ) the set of all physically allowed operations within the given GPT, and will assume throughout this section that it satisfies the assumption above.
Consider now a binary channel discrimination problem where one of two channels is applied according to the ensemble {1/2, Λ i } 1 i=0 , with each Λ i ∈ T (V, V ). The only assumption about the output space V that we will make is that it contains at least two distinct states, as otherwise the task becomes trivial. Since the two channels Λ i are equiprobable, a random guess gives the success probability 1/2, and thus a meaningful figure of merit of this task is how much one can increase the success probability by suitably choosing a measurement and inferring the applied channel from the measurement outcome. Motivated by this observation, we consider the following quantity;
and the one being maximized with respect to measurement;
Then, we obtain the following result, stating that the maximum advantage in terms of success probability gain that a resource state provides over free states is characterized exactly by the standard robustness measure.
Theorem 7. It holds that
where the maximization is over all possible ensembles {1/2,
Proof. By the definition of the standard robustness, there existτ,σ ∈ F such that ω
be a measurement maximizing the quantity
Let us change the variable in the second term by M 0 = U − M 0 and
Then, the second term becomes
and the maximum in (92) is taken with respect to the new variables {M i }. Hence, we get for any Λ 0 , Λ 1 ,
To show the opposite inequality, with the change of variables X 2X − U we rewrite the optimization problem (84) as
for any state ω. Let X be an optimal solution in the above and η 0 , η 1 ∈ Ω(V ) be any two distinct states, and consider the linear maps defined by
Now, since
for any ρ ∈ Ω(V), the set
constitutes a valid measurement, and so Λ 0 and Λ 1 are measure-and-prepare channels. Hence, Λ 0 , Λ 1 ∈ T (V, V ) by our assumption about the set of allowed transformations. We then get
using the absolute homogeneity of the norm · Ω . Hence, for this choice of Λ 0 , Λ 1 , we get
where the inequality is due to the fact that | X , σ | ≤ 1 by (96) .
Although the use of general measurements can in general provide a significant advantage over discrimination with restricted sets of measurements [69, 90] , one can notice by following the proof of Thm. 7 that, in the context of quantifying the advantage provided by a resource state over all free states, the restriction of measurements is inconsequential -the standard robustness still acts as the exact quantifier of the advantage in binary channel discrimination, regardless of how the allowed measurements are restricted. Specifically, we have the following.
Corollary 8. For any informationally complete closed set of measurements M F , it holds that
Proof. This follows exactly in the same way as the proof of Thm. 7 by replacing the norm · Ω with the distinguishability norm · M F .
Another fact which can be noticed from the proof of Thm. 7 in Eq. (96) is that, for any state ω, the quantity 1 + 2R F F (ω) in fact corresponds to the base norm induced by the set F [32, 110] ; specifically,
Although we assumed that the standard robustness takes finite value in the course of the above argument, Thm. 7 and Cor. 8 successfully capture the cases where the standard robustness diverges for resource states such as theory of coherence and asymmetry as a limit -the results imply that one can always find two channels for which no free state can enable one to perform the task better than the random guess in such theories.
We further remark an interesting connection between our results and the result in Ref. [16] where it was found that for the case of theory of magic, the same quantity 1 + 2R F F quantifies an upper bound for the overhead of classical simulation of quantum Clifford circuits with magic-state inputs. (Note that the name "robustness of magic" was used in Ref. [16] to refer to the quantity 1 + 2R
.) It would be an interesting problem to investigate whether this is merely a coincidence, or whether the two seemingly very different tasks, channel discrimination and classical simulation of quantum circuits, are related at a deeper level through the standard robustness measure.
VII. COMPLETE SETS OF MONOTONES
It is not difficult to see that resource monotones in any resource theory provide nontrivial necessary conditions on the manipulation of resources with free operations because of their monotonicity properties: namely, if one object contains a larger amount of resources than another with respect to any monotone, then the transformation from the less resourceful to the more resourceful one with any free operation is prohibited. However, a single monotone fails in most cases to completely characterize the resource transformation in general; it is necessary that the amount of resource measured by the monotone does not increase under free operations, but it is usually not sufficient to ensure the existence of a free operation realizing that transformation. Finding the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of transformation by means of free operations for a given input object and output object is one of the most important questions to address in resource theories.
We call a (possibly infinite) family of monotones a complete set of monotones if it fully characterizes the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a free transformation. The existence of such sets was shown in several specific settings [23, 24, [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] , but no set of general conditions was previously known to provide a comprehensive characterization of transformations in general resource theories.
We will now show that performance of a state or measurement in a class of channel or state discrimination tasks precisely serves as a complete set of monotones for general resource theories defined in any GPT. This, together with the results obtained above, completes a full operational characterization of general resource theories of states and measurements.
A. Complete sets of monotones for states
Let O ⊆ T (V, V) be a convex and closed set of transformations which contains the identity map x → x and is closed under concatenation in the sense that Λ 1 , Λ 2 ∈ O means that Λ 2 • Λ 1 ∈ O. This set of assumptions is particularly natural if O is identified with a set of free operations in a convex resource theory, where the action of the identity channel trivially cannot generate any resource and neither should the application of two free channels; however, our results will be completely general, and we will not need to explicitly assume any relation with resource theories.
Consider now the problem of channel discrimination with a possible inconclusive measurement outcome of channels from the set O, that is, ensembles of the form {p i , Λ i } with each Λ i ∈ O and p i being the corresponding probabilities. We will first show that the performance of two given states ω, ω optimized over all such discrimination problems leads to a complete set of monotones under the operations O, although as we will see later, this condition can be significantly simplified.
To begin, let us consider a fixed (N + 1)-outcome measurement M = {M i } N i=0 and state ω, for which the best achievable probability of success in all free channel discrimination problems is
We will additionally consider the case where the probability distribution {p i } is fixed a priori, and the optimization is only over the channels {Λ i } themselves; specifically, in this case we havẽ
We now have the following result. The proof is based on an approach similar to the one taken to characterize measurement informativeness in Ref. [23] (see also Ref. [115] ).
Theorem 9.
There exists Λ ∈ O such that ω = Λ(ω) if and only if either of the following conditions is satisfied:
being a fixed probability distribution.
Proof. The proof proceeds in exactly the same way for both of the conditions. In the following, we will consider the case where the probability distribution {p i } can vary (case (i)), but it can equivalently be taken to be fixed (case (ii)) for the remainder of the proof. Suppose first that ω =Λ(ω) withΛ ∈ O. Then, for any M = {M i }, we havẽ
= max
≤ max
where the inequality is due to the closedness of O under concatenation.
To show the converse, suppose that
≤ min
where the second inequality is obtained by setting each q i = p i and each Θ i to be the identity map in the second term, and the equality is due to Sion's minimax theorem [120] by the convexity and compactness of M and O as well as the linearity of the objective function with respect to Λ i and M i . To show that there exists Λ ∈ O such that Λ(ω) = ω , suppose to the contrary that it does not hold true. Since any Λ i is a physical channel and thus normalization-preserving, we get that
In particular, since Λ i (ω) − ω 0 by assumption, we cannot have that Λ i (ω) − ω ∈ C as this would necessarily imply that U, Λ i (ω) − ω > 0. Therefore, by the hyperplane separation theorem [87] , for every Λ i there exists an effect E i ∈ C* such that E i , Λ i (ω) − ω < 0. Letting N denote the number of channels in the given ensemble
such that i M i C* U, and so {M i } N −1 i=0 can be completed to a measurement {M i } N i=0 by appending another effect M N U − i M i which will not affect the measurement outcomes corresponding to the ensemble {p i ,
Since such a measurement can be constructed for any ensemble {p i , Λ i }, this is in contradiction with (113), which states that there exists a choice of an ensemble {p i , Λ i } such that for every measurement {M i } we have
We conclude that our original assumption must have been wrong, and there exists Λ ∈ O such that Λ(ω) = ω .
The result immediately establishes a general relation between channel discrimination problems and state transformations under any fixed set of operations O. Remarkably, the freedom in choosing the probability distribution {p i } allows us to significantly simplify this characterization, and show that much smaller classes of channel discrimination problems already constitute complete sets of monotones.
In particular, by taking {p i } 1 i=0 with p 0 = p 1 = 1 2 , we reduce the problem to the much more straightforward task of binary channel discrimination. 
This greatly reduces the difficulty of determining whether a free transformation between two given states exists. Another particularly interesting case is obtained by considering the binary probability distribution defined as p 0 = 1, p 1 = 0. Although going beyond what one could consider a physically-motivated "discrimination" task, this allows us to obtain the following characterization of a complete set of monotones under the operations O.
Corollary 11.
There exists Λ ∈ O such that ω = Λ(ω) if and only if for any E C* 0 it holds that
B. Complete set of monotones for measurements
A familiar picture of transforming resources involves channels applied to states, transforming one state to another. However, any meaningful information processing task includes a measurement at the end, so it is reasonable to consider states, channels, and measurements as parts of a single, consolidated family. It is therefore insightful to understand channels from an alternative dual perspective: namely, not as operations transforming states, but as operations transforming measurements. Motivated by this observation, we extend the above consideration on the transformation of states to the transformation of measurements. We show that a similar reasoning allows for an operational characterization of measurement transformations in the context of state discrimination.
Let O E be a convex and closed set of effect cone-preserving unital maps V* → V* which furthermore includes the identity map E → E and is closed under concatenation, i.e. if Γ 1 , Γ 2 ∈ O E then Γ 2 • Γ 1 ∈ O E . These assumptions are again particularly natural in the context of a resource theory, but this is not assumed.
We will now consider a variant of state discrimination where instead of immediately making a measurement to discriminate the state ensemble, we apply a prior transformation to the measurement effects. We shall see that by restricting a set of allowed prior operations to the chosen set O E , the success probability of this task serves as a complete set of monotones for the measurements.
Recalling that the any effect cone-preserving and unital operation has a corresponding dual operation which is normalization-and state cone-preserving, this can be equivalently understood as a task of state discrimination where the transformations from the set Λ Λ* ∈ O E are applied to the states. The success probability of the measurement M = {M i } i in this task is written bỹ
We show that this success probability serves as a set of complete monotones for measurements under the free operations O E .
Theorem 14. There exists Γ ∈ O E such that M = Γ(M) if and only if for all ensembles
Proof. For one direction, suppose M = Γ(M). Then for any A = {p i , σ i },
where the inequality is due to the the closedness of O E under concatenation. To show the converse, suppose
where the second inequality is obtained by setting ∆* being identity for the second term, and the equality is due to Sion's minimax theorem because of the compactness and convexity of A, O E and the linearity of the objective function with respect to Λ and p a σ a . We will now show that there exists Λ* ∈ O E such that Λ*(M a ) − M a = 0 ∀a, thus concluding the proof. To this end, suppose to the contrary that such an operation does not exist. Since Λ* is unital by assumption, we get for any Λ,
In particular, it holds that
which implies that we cannot have Λ*(M a ) − M a ∈ C* for all a, as this would necessarily mean that Λ*(M a ) − M a are identically zero. Therefore, for any choice of Λ* there exists an indexã and a state σ ∈ Ω(V) such that
Choosing the ensemble {p a , σ a } such that p a = 0 if a ã and pã = 1, σã = σ then gives
We have therefore reached a contradiction, as (127) says that there exists a choice of Λ* such that any ensemble {p a , σ a } gives a p a Λ*(M a ) − M a , σ a ≥ 0. We conclude that our original assumption must have been wrong, and therefore there exists Γ = Λ* ∈ O E such that M a = Γ(M a ) ∀a.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We provided a general operational characterization of quantification and manipulation of resources, the two core concepts of resource theories, in terms of the performance of state and channel discrimination tasks. The generality of our work is three-fold; our formulations encompass general convex resources theories associated with general types of resource objects (states, measurements, and channels), and major parts of the results are valid for general probabilistic theories beyond quantum mechanics. In particular, we found that robustness measures play central roles in bridging the quantification of resources and the success probability in discrimination tasks, specifically establishing that the maximum advantages in successful discrimination realized by resource objects are exactly quantified by the corresponding robustness measures. We also characterized the manipulation of resources associated with states and measurements by considering families of discrimination tasks where their success probabilities serve as complete sets of monotones that fully characterize the transformation of resources under free operations. In the case of quantum mechanics, we further extended the above connections between discrimination tasks and resource-theoretic concepts to single-shot information theory.
In addition to providing fundamental insights spanning a broad class of physical theories, the results are immediately applicable to a wide range of physical resources in quantum information theory. The resource theories of coherence, entanglement, magic, athermality, asymmetry, as well as their generalizations in the form of multipartite entanglement or multi-level entanglement and coherence all fit the framework introduced herein and therefore all of our results apply to them immediately. In the case of measurements, many significant insights can be gained from studying classes of measurements such as separable, PPT, incoherent, or Pauli measurements, all of which are again special cases of the resources theories considered in this work. In the characterization of channels, we obtain results applicable on the one hand to sets of free operations in the aforementioned state-based resource theories, and on the other hand obtained an operational characterization of quantum channels which can be applied in the study of arbitrary channel-based resource theories such as the resource theory of quantum memories (non-entanglement-breaking channels).
Our results furthermore reveal interesting connections between the quantification of resources and the phenomenon of data hiding. Although data hiding has been mostly discussed in the context of the theory of entanglement, where one compares the capability of LOCC measurements (or other restricted sets such as separable or PPT measurements) to that of arbitrary measurements for state discrimination, one could consider more general data hiding procedures depending on the given physical setting. For instance, in the scenario where only one party has the ability to produce magic (so-called "magic factory"), it is sensible to encode information in a way that Pauli measurements have less capability of decoding it than arbitrary measurements, with the data-hiding ratio characterized by the difference between the capabilities of these two sets of measurements in state discrimination. One can further think of various other scenarios such as: one party having access to a restricted but larger set of measurements than the other (not necessarily arbitrary measurements); one party having more access to resource states or channels (not measurements) than the other, in which the data could be encoded in the form of channel discrimination tasks; or the encoded data requiring discrimination tasks more intricate than the standard binary discrimination. Our general formulations encompass such variants, allowing for considerable flexibility of the encoding strategies.
The generality of the results also provides insights into the foundation of quantum mechanics. As we showed in this work, the operational advantage realized by any type of resource object is not unique to quantum mechanics but rather a universal phenomenon stemming solely from the convexity of the underlying cones, and thus shared by general GPTs. This also implies that, unlike the case of Bell non-locality where (non-signaling) non-quantum theories can show stronger non-locality than quantum theory [124] , quantum mechanics behaves just as the other theories do in terms of the discrimination tasks considered in this work. Thus, our results indicate that observing the operational advantages of this sort will not separate the quantum theory from other GPTs; for this purpose, one needs to consider other types of experiments whose outcomes will be affected by the unique structure of quantum mechanics.
An interesting problem we leave for future work is to give general operational meaning to standard robustness of measurements and channels, which would solidify the fundamental operational significance of the standard robustness measure alongside that of the generalized robustness as established in this work. In light of the series of results obtained in this work, it can be expected that discrimination tasks are also suitable for characterizing these measures at a high level of generality. Additionally, it remains to understand whether general quantitative relations between the generalized and standard robustness measures can be found, and whether there exists a way to generalize our results to more members of the robustness family besides the two we considered. We also remark that this work raises an interesting question about a unified understanding of different operational tasks via robustness measures -besides the discrimination tasks studied in this work, robustness measures have appeared in very different operational contexts, albeit mostly in a resource-specific fashion. One could then speculate that these operational settings may be deeply connected by more fundamental class of tasks whose performance is somehow characterized by the robustness measures.
Finally, in addition to the transformation of states and measurements, one could consider the transformation of channels realized by superchannels [24, 37, 65, [125] [126] [127] . The full understanding of superchannels is still on the way, and we hope that our results will help propel this journey forward from the perspective of general resource theories.
NOTE ADDED
During the completion of this manuscript, we became aware of the independent related works by R. Uola et al. [128] as well as by M. Oszmaniec and T. Biswas [129] , which obtained similar results to Theorem 2 on the relation between state discrimination tasks and quantification of resources associated with quantum measurements.
Proof. As before, in the proof we will optimize over all sets of channels {Λ i } (case (i)), but one could equivalently consider a fixed choice of {Λ i } setting Λ 0 = id (case (ii)) and the proof proceeds the same.
For one direction, suppose ω = Λ(ω). Then for any {p i , Λ i } and {M i },
where the inequality is due to the closedness of O F under concatenation. On the other hand, assumingp succ ({p i , Λ i }, {M i }, ω) ≥p succ ({p i , Λ i }, {M i }, ω ) holds for all {p i , Λ i } and {M i } implies 0 ≤ min
where the second inequality is obtained by settingΛ as the identity for the second term, and the equality is due to the minimax theorem because of the convexity and compactness of the sets of channels, measurements, and O F and the linearity of the objective function with respect toΛ, p i Λ i , and M i . Suppose now that there does not exist Λ ∈ O F such that Λ(ω) = ω . Since eachΛ ∈ O F preserves the normalization of states, we have U,Λ(ω) − ω = 0 which implies thatΛ(ω) − ω C and so there exists an effect E such that E,Λ(ω) − ω < 0. Define the measurement {M 0 , M 1 } = {E, U − E } and the channel ensemble defined by p 0 = 1, Λ 0 = id and p 1 = 0, Λ 1 = Λ where id denotes the identity map and Λ is an arbitrary channel. We then get i p i M i , Λ i Λ (ω) − ω = E,Λ(ω) − ω < 0 (A7) for anyΛ, which contradicts (A6) and so there exists Λ ∈ O F such that ω = Λ(ω).
